Abstract: -In this paper two cooperating robots are used to explore an unknown environment. The new technique aims to decrease the exploration time and the energy consumption. It combines the wall-following exploration algorithm and frontierbased exploration technique. In the proposed algorithm the robots detect the walls and scan different parts of the environment as quick as they can. Then they employ frontierbased algorithm to complete exploring the remained unexplored areas. During these two stages, the robots sweep the line-ofsight between them in each step to maximize the exploration efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exploration of an unknown environment is an important issue in mobile robot research field. It has many real-world applications, like path planning, and planetary exploration. Robots in multi-robot systems are capable to perform a single task faster than a single robot. And a group of cooperating robots can localize themselves more accurately, especially if they have different sensor capabilities. But employing multirobot systems has some challenges. For instance, when robots operate in teams there is the risk of interference among them. Furthermore, as the number of robots increases, longer paths may become necessary to avoid collisions with other members [1, 2] .
Large number of the published works in multi-robot exploration field is based on frontier cells e.g. [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] . A frontier cell is any free cell (not occluded) that has at least one unexplored neighboring cells. Each robot chooses a frontier cell, for example the nearest one as in [4] , to be its target and start travelling towards it. It is expected that it gains information about the unexplored area when it arrives. The way in which the robot chooses its target is an important task that controls the exploration process. However, none of the above mentioned published works has introduced the line-of-sight technique to increase the exploration efficiency. In addition, we thought that there is a possibility to find a bitter method to reduce the overlap between the robots.
The line-of-sight technique, in which the robots work in teams of two has been employed in some published works e.g. [7] [8] [9] . In this technique, each robot depends on its partner to correct its position estimate. During the exploration one of the robots (an "intelligent landmark") is fixed while the other one explores and localize itself depending on its fixed partner's position. And after that they exchange their roles. A different Line-of-Sight procedure is employed by Rekleitis et al. [10] . They proposed an algorithm for the complete coverage of free space. The environment is divided into square cells, of different shapes and sizes, and a relatively complex procedure is used to explore each cell with a number of robots. None of the papers mentioned above [7] [8] [9] [10] has employed the frontier-based exploration algorithm. In addition, they were not tested with different obstacles distributions or different obstacles numbers.
In this paper new exploration algorithm with two cooperating robots is proposed. The Algorithm is divided into two stages: Firstly, the robots follow (detect) the entire of the environment walls. During this stage the robots sweep the line-of-sight between them in each step. Secondly they employ the same frontier-based exploration algorithm introduced in [4] , but with line-of-sight facility, to complete exploring the remained unexplored areas. We tested our new exploration algorithms with different obstacle distributions and with different obstacles numbers. Eventually, we compared the results of our new exploration algorithm with the results of one of the close exploration algorithms published in the literature. The results show that our technique has new advantages over the existing techniques [4] .
II. WALL-FOLLOW ALGORITHM
This paper proposes a new algorithm for wall following to be employed when two cooperating robots are used to explore different environments. The algorithm is based on the principle that when the two robots are directed to frontier cells that keep them far away from each other (especially when each robot follows an environment wall), the exploration efficiency is larger (i.e. the energy consumed by the robots and the exploration time is less). The algorithm will function in cooperation with new and relatively complex procedures employing the line-of-sight technique to increase the exploration efficiency. Our wall following algorithm directly guides the robots towards the environment walls to sweep (explore) as much cells as possible in each step. The approach we follow is an extension of the work in [7] [8] [9] [10] with new improvements.
The proposed exploration algorithm can be summarized as follows: 1-Call robots A &B. A is the wall follower and B is the trouble shooter. Both of them start at one of the environment corners or walls. 2-The wall follower starts following the walls in a clockwise direction, and the trouble shooter starts following the walls in a counter-clockwise direction. During their movement they sweep the line-of-sight between them in each step. They continue following the walls until the line-of-sight between them is lost. And then they both move one back step to get the line-of-sight back again. 3-The trouble shooter starts moving toward the wall follower to discover the cause of the line-of-sight obstruction which would be either an obstacle or a wall. During this movement the line-of-sight is available. 4-When the trouble shooter reaches the cause of the line-ofsight blockage cause, it starts following the walls in a clockwise direction if the cause of obstruction is on its right hand side. On the other hand, if the cause of the obstruction is on its left hand side, it starts following the walls in a counter clockwise direction. As soon as the trouble shooter reaches the obstruction the wall follower continues following the walls again (i.e. both of the two robots are moving now) and the line-of-sight between the two robots is swept. When the line-of-sight between them is lost, they go on back step and get it again.
5-During the trouble shooter movement toward the obstruction cause, if it meets its partner (the obstruction in this case should be a wall and not an obstacle inside the environment) then it will stop at that point while the wall follower starts its wall following again until the line-of-sight is lost, and it then moves one step back to get the line-ofsight again.
6-The procedure 3 -4 is repeated until the wall follower completes detection of all the environment walls. 7-The remained unexplored area is explored by using frontier-cells and line-of-sight.
III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Our experiments were conducted using Netlogo software [11] . It is a very powerful simulation that allows us to simulate an occupancy-grid-based environment exploration process with different numbers of agents (robots). It is a very flexible tool in which the environment is simulated as an mby-n grid of cells and each cell has information stored in variables. This tool allows us to repeat an experiment many times and store the results in an Excel file for further processing. In the literature there are many published works based on Netlogo e.g. [12] [13] [14] . We started with a set of assumptions which can be relaxed later.
A. Key Assumptions
Concerning robots, it is assumed that: 1. Each robot is equipped with a 360 o sensor that can detect the occupancy of all its eight neighbors. Also, it can distinguish between a robot and an obstacle when the other robot is in a neighbouring cell. This process is known as "scanning"
B. Exploration Methodology
Each cell is allocated a state as shown in Table 1 below. Fig.1 shows two robots when there is a LOS between them. The red dots indicate obstacle positions. Fig.2 below shows two robots when there is NLOS between them. Fig.3 shows a completed map.
Table 1 Cells states and codes
The exploration process runs as follows: 1. When a robot visits a cell, then all of its free neighbors are assigned to be "S" by scanning 2. If a robot scans a LOS cell, it is assigned to be "S+LOS". If a robot scans a cell and discovers that there is an obstacle in that cell, this cell is assigned to be an "O" cell until the end of the exploration. 6. The exploration process is stopped when all the cells are explored (free or occupied). . The two robots started at the lower left corner of the environment as shown in Fig.4A . They both start the exploration by following the walls at the same time. The wall follower (the pink one) starts following the walls in a clockwise direction, while the trouble shooter (the black one) follows the walls in a counter clockwise direction. They go on following the walls until the line-of-sight between them is broken. After that they both go back one step and get the lineof-sight again as shown in Fig.4B . Now the trouble shooter starts moving towards the wall follower to discover the cause of the line-of-sight blockage (the block of six obstacles in the middle of the environment). As soon as it finds the cause for the obstruction as shown in Fig.4C , the two robots start following the walls at the same time. The trouble shooter follows the walls of the block in a clockwise direction and the wall follower follows the walls of the environment in a clockwise direction as well, and the line-of-sight is swept in each step. When the line-of-sight between them is lost they both go back one step and get the line-of-sight again as shown in Fig.4D . Now the trouble shooter stays in its place and the wall follower continues following the walls and sweeping the line-of-sight until all of the environment walls are detected as shown in Fig.4E . The small remaining unexplored island shown in Fig.4E is explored by frontierbased algorithm presented in [4] but with sweeping the lineof-sight in each step, as shown in Fig.4F .
It should be noted that in our Fast wall-follow algorithm the exploration time varies not only with the number of obstacles but also with the distribution of the obstacles themselves. And to investigate the effect of varying the obstacle distribution (positions of the obstacles) on the exploration time, a number of experiments have been repeated with the same number of obstacles but with different obstacle positions. Each experiment is repeated ten times except the experiments of the blocks of obstacles they are repeated just five times because they take long setup time. Table 2 below shows the results of these experiments. Table 2 that changing the positions of the obstacles does not dramatically affect the exploration time. For instance, if all of the obstacles are close to each other, the trouble shooter will not need to travel long distances to find the causes of the line-of-sight obstruction. On the other hand, if the obstacles are far away from each other, the worst case would be if each corner has one or more obstacles near to it, then the trouble shooter will spend plenty of time detecting the causes for the line-of-sight obstructions. As a result, the exploration time would increase. 
It is clear from
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IV. RESULTS COMPARISONS
In this section, the algorithm presented in this paper is compared across a range of environments. All of the environments are 25-by-25 (625 cells). The exploration time required to explore an environment with this size is reasonable and therefore we can try our algorithm with a large number of runs. The results of the experiments are shown below in Table 3 .
In Table 3 we also compare our work with the work in [4] i : is the nearness measure. w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 are the weights for these three parameters and respectively . The nearness measure is included in this equation to keep the robots close to each other to guarantee the communication amongst them. But in our simulation it is assumed that the robots are operating within their communication range, we just focus on the exploration algorithms. And the robots can share their maps in each step. Therefore, the nearness measure ( i ) in eq. (2) is ignored, by setting w 3 to zero, when we compare the results of our technique (which is based on the equation (1)) with this technique based on equation (2). w 1 and 1 are set to 1 as recommended in [4] . Table 3 shows comparisons between the experiments' results for the both exploration techniques presented in this paper. In addition to the elapsed number of steps taken by the exploration, the table also shows "Estimated Motor Energy" (E.M.E), which is the sum of the number of steps taken by each robot. This value is intended to give an approximation of the amount of energy expended during the exploration, and is higher than the elapsed time when both robots move simultaneously. Figs.5 and 6 show how the estimated motor energy and the exploration time vary with the number of scattered obstacles according to Table 3 .
The following points can be observed from the results in Table 3: 1. Our proposed wall-follow algorithm is better than the exploration algorithm in [4] in terms of robot motor energy consumption (see Fig.5 ). 2. The proposed exploration algorithm consumes less exploration time than in environments with no obstacles or with few obstacles (less than ten) as shown in Fig.6 . V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a new exploration algorithm is proposed to explore an environment with two cooperating mobile robots. In this algorithm, the robots follow the entire of the environment walls and sweep the free spaces in the environment as quick as possible by the line-of-sight technique. Both robots may follow the walls at the same time when appropriate to save time. After that the robots switch to frontier-based with line-of sight exploration algorithm to explore the remaining unexplored part of the environment (if any). The results showed that the new proposed algorithm is very efficient to decrease the exploration time and the energy consumption by the robots.
